Claygate Primary School
Year 3 Spring term 1 2022
Week/Topic

Week 1, 5.1.22

English

Grammar
Homophones,
conjunctions and
fronted adverbials
Participate in
discussion about
books, taking
turns and
listening to
others.

To inform
Information text

Spelling

The long vowel
/a/ sound spelled
‘ai’

The long vowel
/a/ sound spelled
‘ai’

Mathematics

Multiplication and
division
What different
types of rock are
there?

Multiplication
and division
Which rock is
which?

R4M

Science
Rock detectives

Week 2, 10.1.22

Identify words
and phrases that
capture interest
and imagination.

Week 3,
17.1.22
To inform
Information
text

Week 4, 24.1.22

Week 5,
31.1.22

Week 6, 7.2.22

To entertain
Setting description

To entertain
Setting
description

To inform
News report

Check the text
makes sense,
discuss
understanding and
explain the
meaning of words.

Make reasoned
predictions of
what may
happen next
using evidence
from the text.

Identify
inferences from
the text such as
character
feelings, thoughts
and motives.

The long /a/
vowel sound
spelled ’ey.’

Adding the –ly
suffix to an
adjective turns it
into an adverb

Challenge words

Multiplication
and division
How do rocks
change over
time?

Money

Homophones –
words which
have the same
pronunciation
but different
meanings
and/or
spellings.
Statistics

Use
dictionaries to
check the
meaning of
words.

How is soil made?

What is a
fossil?

Statistics
How are fossils
formed?

E-Mailing

Computing
Art & Design
Technology

Who is Monet?

Humanities
Ancient Sumer

When did the
ancient Sumerian
Civilisation first
appear?

Monet - poppies

What were the
city states like?

Monet poppies
How did the
ancient
Sumerian
people impact
the world?

Monet – water lilies

Monet – water
lilies

What were the
religious beliefs of
Ancient
Sumerians?

What can
artefacts tell us
about Ancient
Sumer?

Evaluation and
comparison
What was
farming like for
the Ancient
Sumerians?

Outdoor PE
Netball

How can you
pass and receive
a ball in netball?

How can you
perform a stride
stop in netball?

How can you
dodge into a
space?

Indoor PE
Gymnastics

To perform a
Rocket Jump
with a turn

To perform a
Teddy Bear Roll

MFL

Describing eyes
and hair
appearance

To perform
matching and
mirroring
balances
Character
descriptions

RE
PSHE
Dreams and
goals
Enrichment

Days of the
week

How can you
dodge in netball?

How can you
mark a player?

How can you
shoot in netball?

To perform a
Bunny Hop

To Bunny Hop
onto various
Apparatus

To perform a
short sequence
on mats

Animals and pets

Numbers 1120, and
animals

Give someone's
name

Our new
challenge –
overcoming
obstacles

Celebrating my
learning

Why do Christians pray?
Dreams and
goals

My dreams and
ambitions

A new
challenge

Our new
challenge

Brilliant botanists
Terrific textilers

